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HOUSE RESOLUTION NO. 145

BY REPRESENTATIVE WHEAT

A RESOLUTION

To commend Kasia Trepagnier for her accomplishments.

WHEREAS, Kasia Trepagnier is a talented actress, producer, model, and

entrepreneur who has made significant contributions to the entertainment industry through

her performances, productions, and dedication to her craft; and

WHEREAS, Ms. Trepagnier delivered an electrifying performance of playing ten

different characters in the Anthony R. Page's short film, Mood, which she co-produced with

Blue Bistro Creative; her role brings the audience's attention to dissociative identity disorder

(DID); and

WHEREAS, Mood showcases Ms. Trepagnier's exceptional acting abilities, and the

film's concise storytelling, original concept, and stunning visuals all highlight her immense

skill as a producer; and

WHEREAS, Kasia has been recognized for her contributions to the entertainment

industry on numerous occasions; she is featured in the "Kasia Trepagnier Exhibit" at the

Tangipahoa African American Heritage Museum in Hammond, Louisiana; her exhibit

features a beautiful photo collage and includes a plaque dress worn by this beloved

Louisiana-born actress; and

WHEREAS, Kasia is a rapidly rising star in the entertainment industry; her

accomplishments, which include acting, producing, modeling at New York Fashion Week,

and reigning as Queen of the Krewe of Soul in Tangipahoa Parish, all speak to her inspiring

hard work, perseverance, and dedication to her craft; and
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WHEREAS, Ms. Trepagnier has taken on a number of challenging acting roles,

including her role in director Antoine Fuqua's Emancipation, and she is currently working

on several new roles which will further demonstrate her incredible talents; she is most

deserving of the highest recognition for her inspiring work.

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the House of Representatives of the

Legislature of Louisiana does hereby commend Kasia Trepagnier for her accomplishments

and does hereby extend sincerest wishes that she continue her excellent work, always strive

for greatness, and prosper in all of her endeavors.

SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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